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Sierra Cody is on fire. A rising star in women's professional downhill mountain bike racing, she has

all the tools to become a world champion. All she needs to do is fully commit herself. Something far

easier said than done. As stubborn as she is independent, Sierra has always carved her own path,

refusing to fall in line with the controlling, commercialized aspects of the sport. Her trademark

no-holds-barred, reckless style of riding has earned her as many cheers as it has jeers.Dr. Kara

Davies, a highly regarded and accomplished physician, is well on her way to achieving her dreams

in chiropractic research. Commitment to her goals has never been an issue, but her personal life is

a different story. Preferring the comfort and safety of her lab over personal relationships, Kara's

one-track mind allows no deviation.But life is full of twists and turns.After an accident on the track

lands Sierra in Kara's on-site medical center, the doctor suddenly finds she has more on her mind

that work. Blindsided by mutual attraction, Sierra and Kara struggle to accept their feelings for each

other and to deal with the change it brings.Will love be enough? Or will life's little switchbacks send

them both careening off course?
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The realistic portrayal of the racing and the rivalry between the two friends is excellent done. You

can feel the vibe around mountain bike racing. There is no rush to the finish as regards the

romance. The building of their relationship is steadily paced. The main characters are very different

yet so perfect together. One lives her life with reckless abandon and the other is a workaholic and a

control freak. Both women don't have any successful experiences with relationships but both work

hard to make amends and are trying not to repeat their previous mistakes. This with the help of their

best friends. Nothing is easy and also because there is a championship at stake. Even when things

look rocky, their feelings for each other was never in doubt. Before they could move on, they must

overcome their fears and jaded views on relationships. The chemistry sizzles and the strong

attraction goes beyond the physical. I loved every bit of it and I highly recommend it to everybody.

The characters are perfectly imperfect which makes you love them. I love the story and how it

addresses the age old saying that opposites attract and shows the secret that regardless of what

you do as a job or the face you show the world there is someone who will get deep into the secret

parts of you and it will be like finding yourself finally.

Lovely story, wonderfully written. Every beginning has it's downfalls but with love, courage and

resilience anything is possible for true happiness to prevail. Sierra and Kara are two women who

faced doubts and uneasiness in their lives and careers, that come together to make a relationship

work while fighting their insecurities. The journey is intense and very well worth it.

I loved Switchback. It combines the thrill of mountain bike racing with romance and friendship. The

setting in Oregon sounds beautiful and I learned about a sport I knew nothing about. Excellent book.

S.W. Andersen is one of my favorite writers. I was so excited to know a new book was out. It was a

great read. I think I finished in a week. I would have finished sooner, but I have to have the will

power to put it down. I really don't want to but I cannot neglect my family. Thank you for writing and I

will be waiting for the next one.



I really like this book the storyline was strong the characters were fun and loving. But best of all my

love for downhill biking.

S.W. Andersen has easily become one of those authors that I am always excited when something

new is released by them. The teasers for thks book has kept me checking  pretty much daily. With

that said, I really enjoyed this read overall. I still don't exactly know what a switchback is and I think

it was only mentioned like once or twice in the book...Anyway, the two main characters Sierra and

Kara are very likeable even though Sierra came off very stalker/clingy and Kara bipolar. The two

worked. It was nice seeing how they did bring the best out of each other.I will say the story started

off at a good pace. Good interaction, story progression, and everything. The middle kinda dragged

with a lot of what each character thought and how insecure they each were. The pace slowed down

a bit too much for my liking. But the ending picked up pace and things started happening.Overall, an

enjoyable read with light referejce to the downhill biking sport, sport science, and a bit of falling in

love.

A sweet love story - erotic with out being crass. A good plot with characters I would actually have

fun meeting.
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